Comparative LCA Analysis for Replacement of Materials to Reduce Environmental Impact
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The paper presents examples of LCA application to reduce environmental impact by replacement of conventional materials in chemical, biochemical, construction and electrical industry. Examples of replacement of talc-reinforced polypropylene composite by lightweight composite, using of natural aggregates versus recycled aggregates coming from reinforce concrete demolition, replacing of carbon black with graphene in tire production, production of asphalt mixtures, change of metal contacts for perovskite/silicon (Si) tandem structure of solar cell, etc. are described showing reduction of environmental load in impact categories or carbon footprint. The full case study of LCA of analysis to replace Indium, a material extensively used as Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) compound for opto-electronic industry is presented. Several alternative materials for indium-tin-oxide (ITO) replacement as pure zinc oxide (ZnO) or doped with aluminum (Al) either boron (B) and tin oxide (SnO2), deposited by different techniques: physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and atomic layer deposition (ALD) were extensively tested. ReCiPe Endpoint H/A method was applied to end up life cycle analysis with single score. In case of all layers deposited by CVD and ALD techniques the main impact is related to electricity or nitrogen consumption and the impact produced by the material is of minor significance. The results show that replacement of ITO by ZnO in TCO layer deposition process is an optimal strategy to minimize environmental impact keeping required opto-electrical properties for the economic and safe manufacturing of optoelectronic components. Environmental impact of analysed TCOs strongly depends on deposition technologies; for the layers deposited by CVD and ALD techniques the main impact is related to energy or nitrogen consumption whereas for PVD to energy and material of TCO.

1. Introduction

Demand for indium has grown since the 1970s with considerable expansion and diversification in consumption since 1990s. (Werner, Mudd, and Jowitt 2015). The fast electronic development and advent of flat-panel display notably raised commercial significance of indium (Ciacchi et al., 2019; Frenzel et al., 2017; Lokanc, Eggert, Redlinger, 2015). Approximately 90% of the annual indium consumption account to transparent conducting oxide films (TCOs) in the form of indium tin oxides (ITO)- (In)-doped SnO2 (O’Neill 2010). Today, ITOs are technologically entrenched in the commercial manufacture of components like flat panels displays, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), light emitting diodes (LEDs), touch screens and photovoltaic cells (Mohamed et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2015). These cumulative markets having multiplied by a factor of 4 in 5 years (www.inrep.eu). Indium has been classified by the European Commission as one of the critical raw material (CRM) with a high supply risk and high economic importance to which reliable and unhindered access is a concern for European industry and value chains (European Commission 2020, Bobba et al., 2020). High-tech products, including electric and electronic equipment, green energy technologies contain substantial amounts of CRM. Although the amount of CRM per product is very low, the large number of products manufactured makes the total amount significant. There is therefore a need to find alternative solutions to replace CRM in concrete applications, or to diversify the supply of raw materials sources. Substitution of CRMs can also increase the recyclability of waste products, allowing for more efficient processes and reduce environmental impact.
As demand of photovoltaics and flat-panel displays continues to increase, the availability of ITO can be alarming in the future. Furthermore, economic aspect is also driven force to development indium-free materials for TCO commercial application (Yu et al. 2016; Minami, 2005). Alongside ITO, satisfactory performance as TCO was shown by fluorine (F)-doped SnO₂, aluminium (Al)-doped ZnO and gallium (Ga)-doped ZnO (Dalapati et al., 2021). However, different multilayer and nano-based materials are also extensively considered to meet requirements of TCOs (Song, Lu, Ye, 2011; Yu et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2019). As the usefulness of TCO thin films depends on their optical and electrical properties, both parameters should be considered together with an environmental stability, abrasion resistance, electron work function, and compatibility with substrate and other components of a given device, as appropriate for the application. The availability of the raw materials and the economics of the deposition method are also significant factors in choosing the most appropriate TCO material (Afre et al., 2018). Atomic layer deposition (ALD), chemical chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and physical vapour deposition (PVD) are the most popular deposition techniques in industry (Oviroh et al., 2019).

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is one of the prominent tools for estimating environmental sustainability (Curran, 2013). Nowadays, LCA analysis are widely applied as an input to early stage of design, as well as for redesign and replacement of conventional materials to reduce environmental load. Redesign refers to activities that are aimed to reduce environmental load of particular stage of product's life and future post-use stage (Suhariyanto et al., 2018).

The objective of this study is to identify and evaluate environmental impact of commercially acceptable indium-free TCOs, proposed in the frame of INREP project (www.inrep.eu). The new developed TCOs materials are potentially dedicated to high efficient PV cells, GaN based LEDs, organic LEDs and touch-screen monitor. Different materials and processes was evaluated by Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology to provide information on possible environmental and safety impact of the developed solutions. Table 1 shows the particular TCOs alternatives and deposition techniques evaluated by LCA approach.

### Table 1: Analyzed compounds and deposition techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition technique</th>
<th>Compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALD</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVD</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Materials and methods

Extensive literature screening revealed that the most suitable methodology for life cycle assessment of TCO’s layer deposition process is SimaPro® (Ziemińska-Stolarska, Barecka, Zbicinski, 2017). The software enables measurement of the environmental impacts of products and services across all life cycle stages and identification of hotspots in every link of the supply chain. For the reported analysis, ReCiPe method was selected and Ecoinvent database due to availability of environmental impact coefficients for majority of compounds considered in the analysis.

2.1 Life Cycle Assessment Analysis

LCA analysis can be performed with different calculation techniques and a broad variety of approaches. However there is no standard methodology, or even no legally accepted guidelines facilitating the choice of LCA method. The only aspect which can be systematically verified is accordance with the ISO 14040 and 14044 standards (Klöpffer, Grahl, 2014). The first steps for setting an inventory analysis are the definition of the functional unit and scope of the analysis. Since the main goal of the INREP project was to develop and bring to the market efficient Indium-free TCOs, the functional unit of analysis is related to a piece of such layer, exactly 1 cm² of a TCO layer. The functional unit is a measure of a performance of a system. The purpose of the functional unit is to provide reference to which all inputs and outputs are related. One of the most important part in goal and scope is definition of system boundaries. Decision must be made which unit processes and activities will be included in the studies. For the presented work “gate to gate” approach was selected and inventory tables were prepared for deposition technologies. The inventory analysis consists of collection of detailed data for the different TCO materials and deposition techniques (physical/chemical vapor deposition, atomic layer deposition).
The data was collected for lab-scale devices operated by different project partners providing a critique from a commercial perspective. Based on the obtained data, additional mass and energy balances were calculated and subsequently all impacts on environment were quantified. Additionally, impact of transport of raw materials was assessed: transport by ferry from China to Europe (Marseille) and further by lorry to the target production place. Within the scope of INREP project, different promising deposition technique and material candidates for ITO replacement were analyzed and benchmarked against the state-of-the-art ITO layer applied by physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique of sputtering. Crucial in LCA analysis is the availability of impact coefficients in the selected database.

Figure 1: Process tree for a) ITO and b) ZnO coating deposited by PVD technique.

In case of PVD processes and related source of ITO, ZnO or ZnO doped with Al such data was available, what ensured exact analysis without need for further assumptions. Resulting process trees for ITO and ZnO layers, showing different stages of the deposition process and related impacts are shown in Figure 1a and b. For the ITO layer, majority of environmental impact comes from raw materials usage. Indium doped tin oxide used for the layer accounts for 60.9 % of the total impact.
Therefore, in order to reduce environmental load ITO should be replaced. Based on results of LCA analysis, ZnO seems to be a promising alternative for ITO: its total environmental impact is 42% lower (1.32x10^6 Eco-points for ITO vs. 1.55x10^6 for ZnO coating). The impact related to the material usage is of minor importance and accounts only for 2.04% of the total LCA score, whereas the majority of impact is related to the electricity consumption. The results for ZnO layer doped with aluminum are very similar to the score for ZnO layer, due to minor amount of Al used. From the environmental point of view, the major difference between the PVD and ALD technique is related to the source of ZnO and Al doping deposited on the layer. In case of ALD liquid precursors are used, such as for example diethylzinc, which participate in reactions leading to ZnO and Al2O3 formation. Naturally, a number of volatile by-products is generated and present in the exhaust gases. These gases are further scrubbed before the final gas disposal. In order to provide as accurate analysis as possible, the amount of waste gases purified in the scrubber was quantified and subsequently the environmental impact of waste generated from scrubbing process was modelled.

The main challenge of LCA analysis for ALD technique is the use of complex precursors, which are not available in the Ecoinvent database. In such case, the two following LCA procedures can be applied: the missing compounds can be replaced by the compounds which have a similar environmental impact or, alternatively, the missing compounds can be synthesized using the substrates required for compound production. Such an approach gives a simplified picture of the environmental impact, but still this is the most accepted procedure to be performed in case of lack of data. In order to determine sensitivity and accuracy of applied LCA methodology, calculations for both methods - compound replacement and compound synthesis were carried out. Sensitivity analysis of LCA calculations showed that for compounds replacement and synthesis, similar values of single score were obtained which proves accuracy of applied methods for substitution of missing data.

The process tree for ZnO:Al layer, ALD technique indicate that the main contributions are related to electricity consumption and nitrogen usage. Impact related to the deposited material is of minor importance.

LCA analysis for CVD deposition of ZnO with Boron doping was carried out. For CVD technique of ZnO:B deposition, all the data necessary for LCA calculations, except diethylzinc (DEZ) were available in the Ecoinvent database. Trimethylborate was selected as the most adequate replacement for actually used diethylzinc. In the case of ZnO-based layers, deposited by different techniques, electricity consumption proved to be the key contributor to environmental impact. However, the LCA calculations were based on data gathered from lab scale devices, which usually are less energy efficient than industrial scale ones. Therefore, it is essential to validate how the results of analysis would change with energy efficiency of the process. LCA analysis was recalculated for each case, assuming that the energy consumption for the deposition process was reduced by 10, 20, 50 and 100%. With higher energy efficiency, ZnO layer deposited by PVD process has even lower environmental impact that the ITO layer. The CVD and ALD techniques are characterized by higher energy consumption than the PVD process; consequently improvement of energy efficiency for CVD & ALD has a more significant impact on the LCA results.

3. Results

Results for all analyzed cases are summarized in Table 2. For the PVD technique, replacement of ITO by ZnO/ ZnO:Al reduces environmental load by half. ZnO / ZnO:Al layer deposited by PVD seems to be the best option for ITO replacement. The results obtained for the ZnO:Al layer deposited by CVD and ALD techniques cannot
be directly benchmarked towards the ITO layer deposited by PVD, since differences in deposition technologies result in significant difference in the single score for each technique. However, in case of all layers deposited by CVD and ALD techniques the main impact is related to electricity or nitrogen consumption and the impact produced by the material is of minor significance. Hence, that proves that ZnO has a low environmental impact and is an appropriate replacement for ITO in all cases.

4. Conclusions

Replacement of ITO by ZnO proved to be a promising strategy towards minimization of the environmental impact of the TCO layer deposition process. The impact was, approximately 50% lower for ZnO than for ITO deposited by sputtering. The ZnO consumption is responsible for a minor part of the environmental impact (ca. 1%). However, the results for SnO₂ layer are less promising, due to the high environmental impact of the SnO₂ raw material. LCA analyses were also calculated for Boron doped ZnO (ZnO:B) deposited by means of PE-CVD (plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition). In this case one of the chemical compounds needed to make the layer, Diethylzinc (DEZ), was not present in the EcoInvent database. Trimethylborate was selected instead as the most adequate replacement. Analysis of the LCA results shows that energy consumption is a decisive factor affecting the environmental impact for CVD production of ZnO:B: 84.1% of the total environmental score is due to electricity usage versus only about 9% for the material usage. In presented work Electricity was chosen for the Switzerland, where electricity is mainly generated by hydropower (59.9%), nuclear power (33.5%) and conventional thermal power plants (2.3%, non-renewable). Different locations (markets) can generate even higher inputs due to the predominantly use of energy from non-renewable sources. The total score for CVD process is higher than for all cases in PVD technique. LCA analyses of AZO coatings applied by either conventional or spatial atomic layer deposition revealed a score significantly higher than that of the PVD and PE-CVD AZO coatings. This was due to high nitrogen and/or electricity usage. This result is strongly influenced by the operation of the scale and experimental nature of the equipment for which the data has been collected, exaggerating the outcome. Nevertheless, crucial is, that the impact related to the deposited material is minor, what proves that ZnO coatings enable to reduce the final environmental load. Obtained LCA results support further process improvement and help to determine possibilities of environmental impact minimization.
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